
 

 

 

Administrative assistant  

 

Looking for a job in the entertainment industry? We manage neighbouring rights revenues worldwide for record labels,                 
musicians and actors. Our team is looking for a dynamic and motivated administrative assistant to work with us.  
 
Your mission: 
You will work closely with the Head of Performers department and support her on daily tasks. You will make sure our                     
artists are registered in every collecting agencies we work with, helping with the administrative files and supporting                 
the account management. You will be in charge of claiming our artists’ repertoires around the world. You will help                   
artists building their repertoires using our plateforme and gathering proof of their performances. You will also work on                  
specific missions for the declaration of our Producers catalogs.  
We are a small team, which means you will  learn from everyone, discovering different sides of the business. 
Rights’Up is young and evolving so if you have the right attitude you can grow with the company.  
 
Profile: 

● Very organized and meticulous.  
● You are a do-er. Ready to roll your sleeves up and get hands-on. 
● Strong attention to details and precision 
● Know how to work with excel, csv and comfortable with basic IT tools.  
● Fluent English (French or any other language is a plus) 

 
Our perks : 

● Growing startup in entertainment industry niche. 
● The atmosphere: dynamic, creative, fun, flexible. 

 
When? What ?  
As soon as possible!  
Student contract : 80 hours per months or Part time contract 20 hours per week. 
We need someone who is ready to stay at least 6 months with us. 
 
How to Apply 
Send an email to jobs@rightsup.com, with the job title as your subject. 
Please include a short cover letter and your resume.  
 
About us 
Rights’Up is a worldwide online service to manage and administrate neighbouring rights revenues for record labels                
and performers. We are undergoing a substantial growth and we forecast our user-base, music and audiovisual catalog                 
and service to maintain the trend. In May 2014, we opened our office in Berlin. Rights’Up ensures the collection of their                     
rights in 33 countries around the world. 
 
Come and see! 

 

Contact us at jobs@rightsup.com 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Mail ◆ Gneisenaustraße 115, 101961, Germany 
Registered ◆ Rue de Genval 12, 1301 Wavre, Belgium 
T +49 30 2095 4992 ◆ hello@righstup.com 
www.rightsup.com 
 
 
 


